LEMMA 1. Let B be a regular noetherian domain and let I and W be two unmixed height 1 ideals of B such that I and W have no associated prime ideals in common.
Then IW ~ I Π W. Proof. Let J5 0 = A. The theorem will be proved for n ^ 0 by induction on n.
where the p. i = 1, .., k are height 1 prime ideals and
, k where V Pi denotes the discrete valuation determined by Pi. Then dA can be written dA = p^ n n Pί nk) n Pi:ΐ +1) n n Pί nι)
where the P k+ j j -1, , I -k are further height 1 prime ideals of
Then visibly If] W -dA is principal. By Lemma 1, / n W = /TF.
(2) Suppose the theorem has been established for w -l(n ^ 1). Let W be an unmixed height 1 ideal of B n and write W = ZX£ where Z: X n B n = Z. If Z = J5 % , the theorem follows trivially. If Z ^ β w , then Z is also unmixed of height 1. Thus Z + X n B n is unmixed of height 2 by Lemma 2. Let Z o = Z + X n BJX n B n .
Z o is unmixed of height 1 in B n _ u By induction, there is an ideal / of A such that (X l9 , X n^) B n _ 19 Choose an element u(X u •• ,I n _ 1) I ft ) in 7Z whose leading coefficient when written as a power series in X n is u o (X ly •••, X w _i). Let /(XL, , X n ) be any element of IB n Π ^. Then /(X l7 , X w __ x , 0) is in IB n _ ί Π Z o . This implies that / -g o u -X n f l9 where f is in B n and gr 0 is in B n _ γ . Since / and u are both in Z, f is in Z: X n B n = Z. Clearly f is in IB n . So repeating, we can find an f 2 in B n and a gr L in J5 % _! such that / x -g±u = X % / 2 . Continuing, we get that showing simultaneously that IB n Π Z is principal and that IB n Π Z -IZ.
To conclude, IW = IZX*B n = u X£B n is principal. If v is in IB n Π TΓ, from v in TF it follows that v -X% fl', where v' is in Z. But then ι/ is in IB n so v' is in IB n Π Z = IZ. This gives that vXϊv' is in IZXt = IW, showing that IB n Π W C IW. The opposite inclusion is trivial, so the induction is complete. [2] has established the analogue of Corolary 4 for A[X U « ,XJ. This implies that Corollaries 5 and 6 also hold for A[X lf « ,XJ, Corollary 6 of course being trivial.
(2) As originally submitted, this note established Theorem 3 and its corollaries only in the case that A is a Dedekind domain. In the original presentation, Corollary 6 was the main tool for the proofs of Corollaries 4 and 5. I wish to express my gratitude to the referee for bringing SamuePs results [2] to my attention and for suggesting the generalization to regular Noetherian domains. Lemma 1 is the only addition necessary to effect the generalization.
